ABC reports three released from Tehran embassy

(AP) - Militants occupying the U.S. Embassy in Tehran reported yesterday that six American hostages early today, ABC News said in an unconfirmed report. The militants had said they would release 15 American hostages and return five women, Tehran radio had reported.

State Department spokesman Walter Ramsey said in Washington that the two reports could not be confirmed. "If it's true, it would of course be very welcome," he said.

The ABC broadcast identified the released hostages as a Marine Sgt. William E. Quinn from Washington, D.C.; Marine Sgt. Laddell Maples, 23, of Earl, Ark.; and Katherine Gross, 22, of Sparks, Pa., a secretary in the economics division of the embassy. They had appeared at an embassy news conference last night.

ABC TV reported from Tehran that three hostages were driven through the embassy gate in an American-made car and taken to the Tehran airport for a flight to an unspecified European destination. The report said the release of as many as 10 more Americans was expected within 24 hours.

They were the first Americans freed from the embassy since Nov. 4, when the militants seized the compound and declared they were demanding the United States return deposed Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to stand trial for his life.

White House spokesman Jody Powell said President Carter, according to order from the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, was prepared to release the 13 blacks and women among the remaining hostages "if it's true," but he refused to provide details of how and where they would be taken.

The militants said yesterday that unless the Shah is returned to Iran, they would try the other American embassy personnel charged with espionage. They said Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini to investigate allegations of espionage with the embassy and to release blacks and women who were absolved.

Radio Tehran said, "If it's true, it would of course be very welcome." The militants said they would free would have to wait until today to leave the country.

"We haven't had any problems," said the release said. "We've kept nights. There haven't been proposal for changing judicial system, a process which will take the entire semester to complete."

Judicial Commissioner Martha Doyle outlined three proposals for the re-rampaning of the Judicial Board. Doyle is working on restructuring the judicial system, according to Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president. The response period were present- ed at the Offority of the mass. "There are no plans in the future for five thousand dollars with more people coming to your country," Ramsey said. "An exact figure will be announced at a later time."

"The Students Concerned for Cambodia held a workshop today evening to educate those interested in learning about the refugees' ordeals in Cambodia. A local attorney, representing a refugee family in South Bend, was going to America to investigate the situation through telephone calls to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski.

Officials, speaking privately, said they had no official confirmation of reports that Iran might try the remaining hostages for espionage.

In interviews with the three American television networks, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was quoted in various ways, saying that the remaining American embassy personnel either would be or might be tried for espionage.

The two main proposals voted on and approved unanimously were the structure of the judicial system, according to Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president. The proposals voted on and approved unanimously were the structure of the judicial system, according to Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president.
News in brief

WASHINGiON (AP) - Most of the country's 435 congressional districts pay more in taxes for the Pentagon than they receive in defense spending, and more than half have pay-as-you-go defense budgets, at least $100 million a year, a new study says. The net result is that the Pentagon budget drains money out of 305 districts and funnels it into 145, according to the study released yesterday. The report also supports earlier studies that defense spending is concentrated in the South and Southwest. "Military spending is a principal source of drastic imbalance and inequity in the federal tax burden and budget allocation," the study concluded.

Carter looks for victory in Florida primary approaches

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) - President Carter, working to win back the Florida victories that helped propel him toward the White House four years ago, outweighed Sen. Edward Kennedy in a non-binding straw ballot yesterday at the state's Democratic convention. Carter won 1,114 delegates to Kennedy's 751, a margin of 76 percent to slightly less than 24 percent. Nine delegates expressed no preference. California Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. was not on the ballot. Strategists on both sides said the real showdown between Carter and Kennedy will be on March 11 in the Florida primary when 100 Democratic National Convention delegates will be chosen.

Pope visits Turkey in discussion of rift

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John Paul II said yesterday he would visit Turkey this month to open a dialogue with his counterpart in the Eastern Orthodox Church "to overcome together" the 900-year-old rift between the Roman Catholic and the eastern churches. Demetrius I, patriarch of the Eastern Orthodox Church in Istanbul, expressed "deep joy" on learning of the pope's three-day visit and in a statement said the latest papal diplomacy was within "the framework of cordial brotherly relations" between the churches. Vatican officials said the pope plans to begin the visit Nov. 28. Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches split in the Great Schism of 1054, when many Christian churches in the West accorded the bishop of Rome supremacy over other bishops.

Purdue discovers danger in some health foods

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) - Some health foods touted for their natural properties actually cause more harm than good, warns the dean of Purdue University's pharmacy school. Dr. Varro E. Tyler says that in fact, some are even dangerous and "may have been mentally upset, but other than that we haven't had any problems."

At a morning news conference, conducted on the embassy grounds, students told American and Iranian reporters the chosen group of hostages would be released later in the day but of the remainder, "those who are spies" will face trial, news reports said, unless America sends them Shah... (continued from page 9)
Two experience revolution in Nicaragua

by Jane Kirby

"Patricia libre o morir!" "Free country or death!" were the words Sr. Betty Campbell and Fr. Peter Hinde echoed as they addressed a group of fifty in the library lounge last night about their experiences with the Nicaraguan people after the recent overthrow of the Somoza regime.

Campbell, a nurse and midwife, traveled through Nicaragua to help establish health centers, witnessed not only the destruction of the revolution but also the terrible living conditions that prompted it. "It was the only option they had," she said of the revolution. "They weren't just people who wanted to have a war. They had really suffered for many years." She stated that many of the rural people she worked with had never seen a doctor before. She showed slides of people still living in buildings that had not been reconstructed since the earthquake of 1972 and of children working on cotton, coffee and banana plantations where DDT could be used.

Woods, a graduate student in chemical engineering, said, "Some people thought I was a revolutionary, standing, shouting, aptly enough, 'The revolution is the people!'" He explained his purpose. "I woke up with one of the people's faces," he explained."Some people were really scared," he added, "the old men, and children working on the fields." He explained his purpose. "I woke up with one of the people's faces," he explained.

Hinde reviewed the history of the country from its early days of colonial exploitation through the overthrow of the Somoza regime last July. He described the U.S. role in the development of the National Guard by the U.S. Marines that were protecting American interests there from 1912-1932. This National Guard provided the West Point trained ex-President Somoza with his military strength. "Somoza owned 50% of all the arable land," he said. "Somoza had a beautiful day" [photo by Dave Rumbach]

The Heiress

by Ruth and Augustus Groot, to be staged in Saint Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium.

The Heiress is a classic adaptation of Henry James' novel, Washington Square. Professor Frederic Syburg is directing the production. Syburg directed Blithe Spirit for the 1979 Summer Theatre Company.

Professor David Weber is serving as scene-and-costume designer. "The Heiress" are made by Diana Hawfield.

Production dates for The Heiress are November 30, December 1, 6, 7, and 8. For ticket information call the ND-SMC Box Office at 284-4176.

The walk along Notre Dame Ave. is especially enjoyable on a beautiful day (photo by Dave Rumbach)

Two strange incidents highlight football weekend

by Lynne Daley

In two unrelated incidents this weekend, students at Notre Dame challenged time-honored traditions that are an integral part of that hallowed event: the football weekend.

First, members of the band marching past Breen-Phillips Hall on their traditional "wake-up" march were doused with water balloons dropped from an upper floor of the dorm. "Some people thought I was a revolutionary," Woods said. "They make more noise before the half-hour movie with Dr. Charles, dean of the college."

Second, the students responsible for the attack reported to Fr. Hinde. When Somoza fled the country, he took the "beef out of the country -- as well as $33 million loaned by the U.S. last April."

"We need a good investigative reporter to find out where all of Somoza's money is today," Hinde commented.

Hinde described the Nicaraguans as "a very

[continued on page 8]
Scientists discover oldest fossil footprints in Kenya

WASHINGTON (AP) - Scientists have found what are believed to be the oldest fossil footprints made by a direct ancestor of man, 1.5-million-year-old tracks along a lake shore in northern Kenya.

The seven footprints probably were made by Homo erectus, whose evolutionary path leads straight to modern man, the National Science Foundation announced Sunday. Scientists say the footprints appear to have been left by an older, more primitive relative of man - perhaps in the Australopithecus family.

Proving unanimously by the Australopithecus died out for unknown reasons while Homo erectus lived on.

"Both of these forms of hominids are potential candidates for the maker of the tracks we found," said Behrensmeyer. "But the case is stronger for Homo erectus because its fossil bones are preserved in nearby strata, but not the bones of Australopithecus."

The scientist said the expedition also found tools made of pebbles and cobbles in the same sediment beds. Some had sharp edges and other were like choppers and hammers. She attributed them to the doing and addressing of Charles W. Smith, Notre Dame hockey coach.

Mrs. Kelly joined the staff of the Notre Dame Credit Union 14 years ago, and during her 12 years as treasurer and manager her assets have grown from $1.8 million to $19 million. She is also on the state board of directors for the Indiana Credit Union League and a director of the International Credit Council.

Hesburgh appoints new advisors

Two appointments to Notre Dame advisory councils were announced last week by Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, John E. Echlin, retired chairman of the board of Echlin Manufacturing Company, was appointed to the College of Business Administration Advisory Council. Also, Joyce Hank, wife of Bernard J. Hank, Jr., chairman of the board for Montgomery Elevator Co. of Moline, Ill., was appointed to the Advisory Council of the Art Gallery.

The University's advisory councils consist of 30 to 40 persons who meet annually with University officials to discuss the development of Notre Dame's academic programs.

Mardi Gras committee to meet

There will be a Mardi Gras meeting tonight at 9:00 at the Senior Bar. All committee member, hall chairmen, raffle chairman and architects are asked to attend (there will be a list at the door). The business portion will be followed by a smoker at 10. I.D.'s are required.
The Observer, contributors fail to address issues

Thomas Kellenberg

In this past week, The Observer has published perhaps the most misleading, inaccurate, and utterly unprofessional of journalistic nonsense concerning the University Archives, and Saint Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of both institutions, or those of the editors, but I have yet encountered such a piece. The Observer has shown not only a lack of professionalism in publishing Christopher A. Stewart’s article “A Modest Proposal”, but has also shown a penchant for incoherent rambling and shoddy journalism in the editorial “Who Bears The Blame?”, The Editorial Board & The Observer, as well as Mr. Stewart and Mr. Lauer, refuse to address either objectively or intelligently the very serious and very common complaints directed at the University Archives in the takeover of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. For while the editorial current concern in deeming all Iranian students to be “Islamic” is nothing more than vilifying Iranian students in the United States for supporting their own government, Mr. Stewart and Mr. Lauer mutually vilify the United States, and Iranian people, their culture, and their religion, no one, it seems, has the concern to approach this situation in an unconstrained, mature, and rational manner.

Although the University Archives editorial and the article written by Mr. Lauer approach the topic of the Iranian students with a semblance of insight which may be enlightening to their readers, the article, ozone with religious and racial hatred and calling for an unjustified and immediate attack on the Iranian people, that is difficult to stomach. The very real and very serious issue involved in the current situation does not deserve such a response, and Mr. Stewart and Mr. Lauer do not seem to have the concern to address both sides of the issue, which seems, has shown the concern to address both sides of the issue, which seems, has shown the concern to address both sides of the issue, which seems, has shown not

Recent activity undertaken by the Off-Campus football department has resulted in my own ineligibility from interhall football competition. I was victimized by a very few Iranian zealots is calling for the elimination of the Off-Campus football team from playoff competition. My opinion is that this is too good for interhall or somehow speaks to the character of the Iranian people themselves, but rather by a disinterested and impartial jury of the United Nations. President Carter finds this so that he is prohibited from participating in the sport in interhall football. After playing nearly two years in interhall football (without knowledge of the rule, I was “found out”) and, consequently, declared ineligible, I was denied a successful and rewarding season for every two football players and a chance to prove themselves champions were suddenly gone.

There is no need to question the validity of interhall’s accusation regarding my “guilt” for the rule does exist and I did earn a varsity letter at John Carroll University before transferring to Notre Dame. What is at issue is whether the rule itself is just and fair? My approaching law, along with the majority of those students most directly affected (the coaches, athletic commissioners, and others) contend that the rule is unfair and should be changed.

But this upheaval in Cambodia, the Archivist’s staff and student workers have decided to contest their “Christmas” gifts, in equal shares, to the work of the Sisters of the Holy Cross and the Off-Campus football camp on a medical mercy mission, and, through the Medical Relief Corps. I support the support of a Cambodian victim of the war and now living in the South East.

It is hoped that others in the Notre Dame community might join the staff and students of the Archivist’s staff, in the way they’ve chosen to celebrate their Christmas.

Peter J. Lombardo
Beware of Thanksgiving

Fr. Bill Toohey

C.C.D. program.

Mr. Matt Fenney instructs eagerly such seventh and eighth grade boys in social studies, reading and music at St. Matthews, an inner-city school in Phoenix. His goal is to find the teaching environment extremely challenging, but he keeps us all amused with his humorous tales of teaching’s trials and tribulations, and his frequent quips of losing his temper and thinking he is a "brave little hero." (Don’t ask me why.)

What program you might ask? And what is a born and bred Minnesotan doing teaching in the arid deserts of the Southwest? The Holy Cross Associates program is "my raison d’etre," and the reason for the other four I live with as well. Connected with the Holy Cross Associates Congregation in Phoenix (and the Holy Cross Congregation at large), me and my comrades and I are serving the local community in various capacities as a part of a one-year volunteer commitment to being Holy Cross Associates.

Maura O’Malley is language major who graduated from Notre Dame last May, coordinates the Meadowlark Readers Program. Claire McGenity, an energetic take-charge type is doing a super job as a housing development assistant for the Catholic Family and Community Services’ Foundation for Senior Adult Living (FSAL). In this capacity she tackles a myriad of duties, ranging from the requirements of government funds and planning of new elderly housing facilities to helping to resolve residents’ concerns. No doubt the low income senior community. Arizona is a place where living is more comfortably through her efforts. Mary Beth also spends some of her free hour or so conversing in Spanish with Mexican senior citizens who live alone in Soho Phoenix. The joy her simple visits bring to them is immeasurable.

The irrereplaceable "foreign" component to our household (the only real "foreigner" in the bunch), if I can call our big and challenging and growth in Phoenix is very old. Jim Ladner.

In Phoenix, Jim Ladner came from Oregon and serves in the role of Assistant Scoutmaster. He adds to my personal capacity for leadership and vocation. I have been a part of scouting and teaching in the outdoors with others in a constructive way. As far as you ask, we as Holy Cross Associates are involved in a variety of vocations which are directed towards the needs of the young, the old, the sick and the homeless. But this lay ministry dimension (call it volunteer work) is something we share freely with those who have needs.

If you are interested in finding out more about service to others, please stop in at the Volunteer Services office at 1.5 LaFortune. They’ll be happy to answer any of your questions.
When I decided to transfer to Notre Dame, I was disappointed that I would not be transferring to a more cosmopolitan environment. Clara in California late last spring, I thought that the transition would be a change in geography and school colors of my college or an increase in academic competition. I was wrong. The problems transferred students face are many. Therefore, college functions differently and has a unique personality that cannot be established. Students often lose credits when changing schools—some so many that they must repeat one semester’s work. In order to fulfill new requirements, transfers might have to enroll in first-year classes. This is particularly detrimental for students planning to apply to graduate school after completing their undergraduate degree. The greatest problems transferring students must endure can be summed up in three infamously dull words: "living off-campus." It is easy to imagine that their social life suffers for this reason. All students are obviously cut off from all dorm functions and they are unable to establish the close friendships that come from actually living together. "Living off-campus," in those students that rent apart

---

Pacino’s “...Justice For All” Guilty
Christopher Stewart

In the world of film, there are actors, and then there are the actors. As I glance over the past decade searching for the creme de la creme, four names tower over the rest: Hoffman, Nicholson, DeNiro. And Pacino, the reigning king. Al Pacino is not only, da gau frym da South Bronx. Da Brooklyn, New York, for pete’s sake.

I love Al Pacino. But I loathed his latest movie, ‘...And Justice For All.’

The movie is so utterly pretentious and banal that I wonder how director Norman Jewison could think that any self-respecting film connoisseur could do anything but chide the film, much less applaud it. I am sure that the contrived movie I’ve seen since A Star Is Born.

Pacino is the undeniable actor, he seems to have proven time and again that he performs marvelously both on stage and in film. I’ve seen all but two of his films, and caught him two years ago on Broadway in the excellent production of “A View From The Bridge.” Rarely for the fact that he spits prodigiously, Pacino’s electrically charged stage presence places him in the legacy of the greats, such as Eddie Albert and Anthony Quinn. Pacino is a bullying, middle-class, dull, middle-aged, neurotic, and is middle class for life.

Arkansas Kirkland (Pacino) plays the role of a legal Sir Galahad, saving a motley crew of transvestites, bad drivers, dope addicts, and humans from the periphery of English and American society when it comes to some sexual gymnastics with a feline beauty on the city’s artistic community. The Eastern Observer, in his review of the city’s legal establishment, which is negligible, Kirkland responded to the inquiries of this committee with one of the film’s more poignant comments: “What’s really wrong, what’s far more frightening than reality, it sucks.” Profound, huh? There’s more.

Jude Flingemin (John Forsythe) is an autocrat in the mold of the Ayatollah, whose sadomasochistic psychotics eventually embroil him in a rape charge. Or Judge Rayford (Jack Warden), a throwback to the good ole, shoot ‘em up days of Wyatt Earp. A Wild West kind of a dude, he comes to town, pulls a gun, and is shot. His braver, with fully loaded pistol, to court; eats his lunch on a ledge 10 stories high, contemptually sits in his corner, sitting at the magistrates’ commune; flies helicopters so that they’ll crash in Baltimore Bay; and doesn’t sleep with his wife.

Kirkland’s grandson (Lee Strasberg), an old man, held up in a nursing home. Lewino’s efforts at winning our hearts prove mawkish. Every time Pacino visits Grandpa, Grandpa forgets that he is a professional, frustrated, telling him “Grandpa, I am a lawyer. For 12 years.” I was hoping Pacino would punch the old codger.

Jewison’s major caricatures demeaned the purpose of the film, which intended to enlighten us to the travesty of the American judicial process. He has done justice to it at an effective, but not a classic, price of the movie.

Although, ‘...And Justice For All’ is not one of Al Pacino’s more memorable efforts, the carollas and descriptive reviews about him are largely inflated. The film is not “The China Syndrome” of the legal system, but it could have been. Many people will enjoy this film, and they should be grateful for it, as were the two friends who accompanied me to see it.

After it was over, I asked them (both seniors) if they were ready to rush into law school, prepared and aware of the many vicissitudes and disappointments which await them. They looked at me and frowned. Their uneasiness is certainly justified.

If the search for justice is as impossible as this film portrays, maybe my friends felt the way I do. I don’t feel it so starkly, since I tend to believe that’s how it’s been all along.

It’s called the real world.

---

Crossing, a new book of poems by John Matthias Faculty member in the Department of English, contains the nature poet’s assessment of his art. The third book in the tryptych with Bucyrus, 1971 and Tarts, 1974 Crossing studies the relation of the poet and life in America. The two previous volumes used lyric, narrative and "found" elements as well as literary fragments and pastiche to form a vivid picture of the poet’s journey to find a local identity. Much of this book, written in the house in which Mr. Matthias descends to a particular time and place that journey. The poet goes out from home, the American midwest, through England and back through England in the house to which he will turn the corner in his mind and admit his human identity.

Through Crossing, as through the whole of his work, the core of the theme of adventure and return is the poet’s art. In one place he admits the tedium of art: "If I am an old man ...

Who would love him
There are various excuses
One is age

The return of the poet Matthias, whose work is encapsulated through the titles of the poems. "In memory of the American fifties" "USIS Packet & Michigan" and "In Michigan, Ohio." Especially impressive are the two London Bridge grounded in the Arizona desert; the suggested image of the Bank of America. Mr. Matthias adds to the Old World and the New one the poet becomes, the two worlds, "Remains" and "Sums" a third world, that is, the Bank of America. The freshly minted poems "Double back" set down the Saavic heritage of his wife and hymn the universal modern poet. But the poet defeats the pull of the Old World glamour and in this he is like his ancestor Air Vice Marshal Matthias: "Who has chosen her, and a wife, and is middle class for life."
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**ND halls sponsor fewer parties due to party room regulations**

**by Phyllis Washington**

Staff Reporter

Many hall presidents have observed that fewer hall parties have been given this year since the new party guidelines were issued by Father Van Wolvlear.

In the past, students were allowed to hold section parties and private parties in their rooms and hallways. However, section parties are now outlawed and students must go through a more formal process to have parties.

According to the new party rules, a room within the hall must be designated as a "party room," and the section and hall parties are to be held in that room.

Most dormitories require students to reserve the room through the week in advance. At this time, a deposit is usually put down for the room in case of damages. Dorms vary from dormitory to dormitory. Halls can set their own deposit fees and the range is from $10.00 to $35.00, and some require a rental fee for the room in addition to the deposit. Because many of the halls have been spontaneous in the past, students generally don't plan that far in advance.

"There are a lot less parties now because the guidelines made it too formal!" Tushy added.

In the women's dormitories, the rooms are mostly used for small private parties, section happy hours and dinner parties. Most of the female dorms don't generally use the room for larger parties because of all the advance plans that have to be made. Some hall presidents of the female dorms have also noticed a change in the number of parties given. Dale Robinson, Beehn-Philips Hall president, said, "Our party room is currently used every week but for a small number of people." Robinson noted that BP has had a lot of problems, as some other dorms did, with the study lounge being designated the party room. "Because it has a study lounge attached to it," she said, "you can walk in and say 'Oh!' It's not to study.

Farley's president Madeleine Darrouzet, agreed that people are having less parties in Farley.

Some students are taking advantage of the party rooms and guidelines by scheduling parties and reserving rooms and there are still private parties held on the weekends in private rooms.

"The general consensus is that there are a lot less parties now because the guidelines made it too formal," Jim Ingolia, Holy Cross Hall president said. "People go off-campus now and social interaction is less.

"Perhaps the situation will change and party rooms will be used more when people become more acquainted with the rules and used to the process," Ingolia added.

---

**Nicaragua**
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Popular, THE ALBUM HOUR

Monday thru Thursday nite from 12-1

Featuring a new release album played in its entirety. Brought to you by Camelot Music at the Univ. Park Mall, where every 7.99 L.P. is featured is offered to N.D. and S.M.C. for $5.99 with I.D. And each Wednesday nite a new album is given away, all from Camelot Music.

**Tomorrow's Hair Designs**

East of Notre Dame

Monday thru Thursday nite from 12-1

Presents, Edison at Ind. 23

(219) 272-7222

North

Southland Plaza

Edison at Ind. 23

2041 E. Ireland at Ironwood

Edison at Ind. 23

(219) 272-7222

The most delicious, most sumptuous dinners our new menu could offer...

- Luscious entrees come complete with sauced, vegetable, bread, and your choice of baked potato, rice, or french fries.
- Our modest prices complete this tasty picture...
- So add a little spice to your dining.

**DINNER FOR $5.45**

Those tasty creations that'll tickle your palate and tantalize your pocketbook...

- Strip loaf steak, sautéed mushrooms, onions and peppers... Or juicy beef briskette, charbroiled sirloin bits marinated in a delicious Monterey Jack cheese, sautéed mushroom, and used more when people become more acquainted with the rules and used to the process.,

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3**

Christian people... He ' noted..." the grating of the rebellion on the grass roots level and recognized the role of the church in setting up the original infrastructure, or foundation, on which the rebel built.

Sister Campbell noted how the Scripture really came alive to help the Nicaraguan people in their reconstruction efforts -- those who had lost everything as well as those who had had nothing to lose. She stated that the National Guard prisoners are up to 800 strong and hide from terrible vengeance, even after all they had done to put the people through. She cited the need to help the spirit of the independent people and their hope for a new society.

As Father Hinde sees it, they are "not to mourn those who died but to carry their seeds in the assurance of the independent people and their hope for a new society."
Air Force plane transporting radioactive materials explodes

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A cargo plane carrying explosives and "a minute quantity" of thorium blew up in flight yesterday then crashed in a thinly populated area, officials said. All three crewmen were killed.

Harry Gardiner, 35, of Layton, Utah, said he thought he was watching a meteor fall when he saw a red flash in the sky.

The four-engine Trans-American Airlines turboprop crashed in a sagebrush area of the Salt Lake Valley about 3 A.M., 10 minutes after taking off from Hill Air Force Base in Ogden, Utah, officials said.

Originally, the Air Force had said there were 1,500 pounds of explosives aboard.

Sheriff's deputies at the scene later said parts of the plane were scattered over a three-block area. Salt Lake County Sheriff Perry Hayward said the cockpit remained intact but burned for several hours after the crash.

Sheriff's deputies at the scene said there were no survivors.

The civilian Lockheed Electra L-188, carrying cargo for the Air Force, was bound for Wellis, Nev.

Deah Curry, an Air Force spokesman, said the cargo included "a minute quantity of thorium," which gives off so little radiation that no label was required on containers. She said the thorium was used to make an aircraft gearbox that was being carried on the plane.

Thorium is often used to coat watch faces, and Ms. Curry said the cargo was thought to "pose no more danger than a watch dial."

Geiger counter checks of the area showed no radiation leakage, although the container carrying the thorium could not be found immediately, said Larry Anderson, director of radiation and occupational health for Utah.

About 50 deputies, firefighters and Air Force personnel who worked close to the smoldering wreckage were asked to undergo tests to check for possible contamination, said sheriff's Lt. John Llewellyn, but the tests were abandoned after 37 people passed the screening.

Witnesses reported hearing two explosions and seeing a bright flash and then a fireball that separated and fell to the ground.

Kentucky basketball tix available

Approximately 250 tickets for the Notre Dame - Kentucky basketball game will go on sale the week after Thanksgiving. The game is to be played at Freedom Hall in Louisville on Saturday, December 29. The Observer for exact date and time of sale.

R.A. candidates hold meeting

by Katie Gilligan

Interesting meeting for prospective St. Mary's Residence Advisors during the 1980-81 school year will be held November 26 and 27, from 6-7 p.m. in the Student Affairs Conference Room. Sophomores and juniors (excluding Medical Technician and Nursing majors) are encouraged to attend.

Attendence at least one of the meetings is required, as the application forms will only be distributed at these times.

The application, three recommendations and a waiver form, which complete the initial phase, will be accepted in the Department of Residence Life Office in room 164 of LeMans by January 18. The three recommendations are to be written by a staff, faculty, or administration member, a preserv RA, and a employer or personal friend.

Non-resident or off-campus students may substitute the RA's recommendation with another St. Mary's faculty, or personal recommendation if they wish. Those whose files remain incomplete as of the January deadline are automatically withdrawn from the program.

Interested students must sign up with the Residence Director for a personal interview by January 16. The interviews, which begin on January 20 and are scheduled through the first week of April, are quite important. According to Mary Jane Silvia, the coordinator of RA recruitment, "The interviews are for a job, not a joke."

Two optional workshops have been set up to help applicants prepare for the interview.

Silvia hopes these meetings, new this year, will give the prospective RA's an idea of what to expect in the actual interview as well as to impress upon them the weight that it will carry. The sessions, starting at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Affairs Conference Room, will be on December 4 and 5.

Along with the personal interviews, there are also a series of apprenticeship group meetings which will meet twice for two to three hours. The groups, comprised of six to eight applicants and two current RA's, will discuss the responsibilities of Residence Advisors. Applicants must also go through individual interviews, given by two other RA's.

Saint Mary's students with questions concerning the RA meetings may contact Mary Jane Silvia (4918), or Sue Nugent (4508).

THE OBSERVER OFFICE WILL
CLOSE FOR THANKSGIVING BREAK
AT 4:30 pm ON TUESDAY NOV. 20
AND REOPEN AT 9:30 am ON MONDAY NOV. 26
FIRST ISSUE AFTER BREAK
WILL BE TUES. NOV. 27

AIESEC-NOTRE DAME
Presents:
"An Evening With John Wooden"

Former UCLA Basketball coach will speak on business motivation.

Dinner, December 9, 1979 6:00 p.m.
Monogram Room/Notre Dame ACC
Tickets . . . . 8.15 per plate

Tickets are limited * purchase tickets early

AIESEC-NOTRE DAME is part of an international management development group which is the largest totally student run, non-profit, non-political corporation in the world. Its function is to sponsor a reciprocal exchange program with student interns from 56 different countries.

Mail to: AIESEC-NOTRE DAME DINNER
1738 Brown Ave.
Notre Dame, IN. 46556

Tickets are limited * purchase tickets early

AIESEC-NOTRE DAME is part of an international management development group which is the largest totally student run, non-profit, non-political corporation in the world. Its function is to sponsor a reciprocal exchange program with student interns from 56 different countries.

Mail to: AIESEC-NOTRE DAME DINNER
1738 Brown Ave.
Notre Dame, IN. 46556

Tickets are limited * purchase tickets early
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by Garry Trudeau

by Michael Molinelli

California resumes gas plan

(AP) - As California returns to limited odd-even gasoline sales to show "solidarity" with President Carter's handling of the Iranian crisis, governors of other states are reacting more cautiously to the White House call for fuel conservation.

California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. ordered odd-even sales to meet expected oil shortages stemming from the U.S.-Iranian confrontation.

The new plan, virtually identical to that imposed this past summer, took effect in San Francisco, Los Angeles and 13 urban counties at 12:01 a.m. today. It becomes effective statewide Dec. 3.

California's previous odd-even plan, which lasted four months, was abandoned primarily because it was widely ignored by both motorists and police, who were supposed to enforce it.

On Friday, Carter and Energy Secretary Charles Duncan met at the White House with 19 governors, asking them to take immediate action to curb oil demand, suggesting such tactics as odd-even gasoline sales and minimum purchase rules.

During last summer's fuel shortage, 11 states and the District of Columbia had ordered odd-even sales of gasoline.

Duncan also urged that states strictly enforce the 55 mph speed limit and cut energy use in their own governments by 5 percent overall, including a 10 percent reduction in gasoline consumed by state-owned vehicles.

The requests are "reasonable," said Iowa Gov. Robert Ray. "It is my feeling that the people are angry, they are mad, and they aren't going to let Iran dictate what our economy is going to be...."

Ray said Iowans would be asked to help by "seriously observing the 55 mph speed limit, more carpooling and use of mass transit - things people can do without very much inconvenience."

But Ray, echoing the comments of many governors, said he felt his state did not need to impose odd-even sales or minimum purchase requirements.

"Odd-even has not been shown to have done any good," said Minnesota Gov. Al Quie.
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Sunshine Promotions & Monarch Entertainment Present

THE GRATEFUL DEAD

Friday, December 7 • 8:00pm
Indianapolis Convention Center

Tickets are now on sale exclusively in South Bend at River City Records, 50970 U.S. 31 North-5 miles north of campus
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"A lot of young kids got off to a good start," Ferguson continued, "and that means a lot of good things for the future of Notre Dame football."

"The last four years have been the greatest four years of my life," added co-captain Tim Foley. "We lost, or we've played super and the friendships will last a lifetime. I certainly have two years. I would say everyone young man could have been the opportunity I had."
Ailing icers salvage split with MSU

For Devine, it was a heartbreak loss, he reflected. "I've never seen a group of young men change from tears to cheers so rapidly," said Devine, who announced the Hoosiers were coming in the first half. "Last Notre Dame game was one of the worst losses I've suffered in a long time for us. It was a chance to show the fans what we have, but we missed our chances."

The Notre Dame defense was a bright spot. They held the Irish to only six yards on the ground. And most importantly, the Irish led 10-0 at halftime.

"There were a lot of big plays in the game," said Notre Dame Coach Tony D'Amato. "Our defense was totally dominating."

For the Irish, who lost Friday's game to the Tigers by a 37-21 score, it was a heartbreak loss. They never had a chance to come back.

"We were very happy to see the season end," said Notre Dame Coach Devine. "But we didn't want to go to a bowl game just for the sake of going. I doubt we would have gone to a bowl even if we had won today."